
You will be extremely busy today. There will be many times where you will have
to supply a solution to a particular problem. Be prepared to work hard. This is not a great time to
attempt to plan a noon break with friends as you may find yourself less conversational. It would
be good to walk or visit a pet or music store, if possible. Transferring your concentration to a
lighthearted arena would do wonders for your energy level and enthusiasm as you return to the
work expectations.

CROSSWORD 2364

ACROSS
1. A brace that extends from the rear of the keel
to support the rudderpost.
5. A transparent piece of diamond that has been
cut and polished and is valued as a precious gem.
12. Sandwich filled with slices of bacon and toma-
to with lettuce.
15. Type genus of the Pipidae.
16. An exclusive circle of people with a common
purpose.
17. An edge tool with a heavy bladed head
mounted across a handle.
18. The distinctive spirit of a people or an era.
20. Obstruction of the sweat ducts during high
heat and humidity.
22. Basal part of a plant ovule opposite the
micropyle.
24. An ACE inhibiting drug (trade names Prinivil
or Zestril) administered as an antihypertensive
and after heart attacks.
25. Goddess of the dead and queen of the under-
world.
28. Of or relating to or characteristic of Thailand of
its people.
29. A monarchy in northwestern Europe occupy-
ing most of the British Isles.
31. A small piece of cloth.
32. A small cake leavened with yeast.
34. Tree bearing large brown nuts containing e.g.
caffeine.
37. Domestic swine.
39. Electrical conduction through a gas in an
applied electric field.
41. A genus of Ploceidae.
43. Before noon.
44. The edible flesh of any of various crabs.
47. (possibly Roman) Goddess of horses and
mules and asses.
49. The largest continent with 60% of the earth's
population.
50. The sound of sheep or goats (or any sound
resembling this) v 1.
53. The capital and largest city of Liechtenstein.
54. Any of a number of fishes of the family
Carangidae.
55. The habitation of wild animals.
56. An inflated feeling of pride in your superiority
to others.
57. The fifth day of the week.
58. Essential oil or perfume obtained from flow-
ers.
61. An airfoil that controls lateral motion.
64. A message expressing an opinion based on
incomplete evidence.
65. (Old Testament) Cain and Abel were the first
children of Adam and Eve born after the Fall of
Man.
66. Preserve a dead body.
73. The cry made by sheep.
74. Large family of bark-boring or wood-boring
short-beaked beetles.
77. Detected or perceived by the sense of hear-
ing.
78. The executive agency that advises the
President on the federal budget.
79. A tricycle (usually propelled by pedalling).
81. Pass gradually or leak through or as if through
small openings.
82. A negative.
83. Genus of beetles whose grubs feed mainly on
roots of plants.
84. United States lawyer and politician who for-
mulated a production code that prescribed the
moral content of United states films from 1930 to

1966 (1879-1954).

DOWN
1. A detailed description of design criteria for a
piece of work.
2. Your friends and acquaintances.
3. An ancient Hebrew unit of dry measure equal
to about a bushel.
4. Someone who guards prisoners.
5. The district occupied entirely by the city of
Washington.
6. A tiny or scarcely detectable amount.
7. A highly unstable radioactive element (the
heaviest of the halogen series).
8. The 13th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
9. A city of east central Mexico (west of Veracruz).
10. World's longest river (4187 miles).
11. A person who believes that God created the
universe and then abandoned it.
12. A Spanish-speaking quarter in a town or city
(especially in the United States).
13. Being two more than sixty.
14. A bluish shade of green.
19. A deep bow.
21. A member of an Indian people formerly living
along the Gulf coast of Louisiana and Texas.
23. The capital of Croatia.
26. The blood group whose red cells carry both
the A and B antigens.
27. (Scotland) A small loaf or roll of soft bread.
30. From fermented juice of black morello cher-
ries.
33. A public promotion of some product or ser-
vice.
35. The fine downy hair covering a human fetus.
36. A large strong and aggressive woman.
38. (Greek mythology) Goddess of the earth and
mother of Cronus and the Titans in ancient
mythology.
40. Greek coloratura soprano (born in the United
States) known for her dramatic intensity in oper-
atic roles (1923-1977).
42. Showing the cunning or ingenuity or wicked-
ness typical of a devil.
45. A member of an agricultural people of south-
ern India.
46. The process of shedding tears (usually accom-
panied by sobs or other inarticulate sounds).
48. A European river.
51. The branch of computer science that deal
with writing computer programs that can solve
problems creatively.
52. Relating to or resembling or functioning like a
trachea.
59. Eurasian perennial bulbous herbs.
60. Having or resembling fibers especially fibers
used in making cordage such as those of jute.
62. A plant hormone promoting elongation of
stems and roots.
63. Entangle or catch in in or as if in a mesh.
67. Informal terms for a mother.
68. Being or befitting or characteristic of an infant.
69. Large burrowing rodent of South and Central
America.
70. The United Nations agency concerned with
atomic energy.
71. The nest of a squirrel.
72. A system of one or more computers and asso-
ciated software with common storage.
75. An artificial language that is a revision and
simplification of Esperanto.
76. Lacking in light.
80. A soft silvery metallic element of the alkali
earth group.
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Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

Opportunities may go against your own sense of security and you may feel it is
best not to take chances. This is a tough call when it comes to business and some compromise
is perhaps the best way to a workable solution. Your career, practical vision and skills are of
central importance to you now. You feel there is a waste of time if there is no organization and
your actions are deliberate in this area of your life. Your reputation and image are a source of
concern and you do everything you can to make them solid. You appear perhaps more charm-
ing and refined than usual this evening as people gather to celebrate or just simply gather
together away from the workplace.

Your work or career is in true harmony with the rest of your life. Much can be
accomplished. You could gain from subordinates or young people just now as information or
help is available for whatever you want to complete. You make your way through ideas and
concepts, and you have a good ability to communicate and express them to others. Reading or
attending a lecture on law, politics, education, travel or religion may be part of your day, which
is productive. Your creative side is showing this afternoon when you help a friend decorate or
update an old look. 

Investigating and examining results and statistics find you at your mental best.
Your analytical abilities are at a high. This can be an expansive, creative and suc-

cessful time-a time you may remember with much fondness. You are your warm, loyal and
generous self today and others follow your example as you deal with the public and interact
with others in the workplace. Your need for admiration and appreciation will certainly be met
as you entertain and visit with friends this afternoon. Others could seek you out for your psy-
chological insight and understanding. 

You will make practical decisions concerning group issues today. A supervisor or
higher-up is listening to your intelligent summations about how things should be run. You
have a natural sense of what the public wants. You are always making new discoveries. Clear
decisions affecting others are requested and triumphant. You have a great appreciation of how
your life is going and this afternoon you will be able to enjoy the company of a good friend.
You will both enjoy talking about what each of you has accomplished. Perhaps you will even
be evaluating and reassessing your plans for the future. Life, like a good painting, has to be
looked at occasionally to really appreciate the true essence. Friends may visit this evening.

Money, money, money-it seems to occupy your mind much of this day. You could be
applying for a loan or looking to purchase a vehicle or home and there is almost a feeling of static electrici-
ty in the air. Easy does it, meaning, have more confidence. If you really need this new item to make your
life work better, it will be yours! Be aware, however, that time and process may not meet with your own
idea of how things should move along. Do not let these thoughts occupy your time-you will want to be
attentive to your work. You are valued for your ability to make practical decisions and you could find your-
self representing co-workers in sensitive issues.

Today is a fine day . . . Your work benefits from your total concentration. This may
be a good thing as you will be able to forget about personal plans for a while and relax your
expectations of the day. Surprises happen all day long and, you are able to finish what you start
in the work world. The noon break is fun with co-worker friends and somewhere in the visit
there is talk of metaphysics, horoscopes and telling fortunes. You are also interested in the sub-
ject of writers and teachers that talk about self-help techniques. 

Whether you are working in a place of business or at home, your attention is in
getting things completed. If you find yourself working within a group today, you

will be productive. You expect praise for your good works but this may not come on your time
schedule so-do not push. Emotions and feelings of those around you may be very clear allowing
you to know what is expected of your energies and your time. If you have things you want to
accomplish that might be a separate interest from the people you are with-set reasonable time
limits before obligating yourself to new projects. 

You waste few words when you describe or give instructions. You could be in a
hurry, so if someone has a lot of difficulty in understanding what you want, be wise with your
response. You have a natural sense of organization and come across as disciplined and careful,
perhaps a little too sober. An inner vision, coupled with the ability to see the big picture, may
find you working as a go-between with others. You could even have a special gift for spanning
the generation gap, bringing older and younger spirits together. A love of animals, children, old-
er people and the needy, is a lifelong trait that is visible today.

Self-sacrifice and an understanding attitude on your part could have far-reaching
effects on your own life-path and career during this time. You have improved your working
abilities and higher-ups are taking note. This may mean that you are working more efficiently
with others and this helps you to achieve bigger and more encompassing goals. Outer circum-
stances are favorable and it should be easy for you to push forward with regard to developing
your career. You will have no problem moving up the professional ladder. Now is the time
when personal insight into your most secret and psychological self may be possible. 

Your idea of where you want to be in this life and where you really are with your
goals are very close. You are progressing well with your goals and you will want to set some
new goals soon. Do not be afraid that present goals will be forgotten as you begin to look into
toward the future-they will soon be realized. This is a time of good fortune-when things open
up in a very natural way for you. Situations are within your reach and it is easy to see which
path is the one for you to take. Opportunities to improve and enlarge your friendships are
available to you now. You may find yourself wanting to do almost anything today. This is a
good time to project your image. 

Go with the flow today. Trust in your own instincts. Your ideas are just as good, if
not better, than someone else’s ideas. Take a chance-try out your new ideas-you will have a feel-
ing of accomplishment. Perhaps you are improving or updating a piece of technical equipment
or some new computer software. Your perseverance pays off, particularly when you stop occa-
sionally for a break or two-all work and no play, etc. A person that you were close to in the past
may contact you this afternoon. An earnest effort in letting go of hard feelings can free you to
move forward. This person has something special to offer you.


